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Welcome to the July 2021 issue of the Bedford Group of the
RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Newsletter.

Main topics:
AGM ( re scheduled to Tuesday the 8th June 8pm via Skype)
Chairman’s chatter
Committee Meeting - Tuesday July 20th via Skype
RoSPA update and view on e - scooters
A double bill from Simon Burgin Regional coordinator
“View from the East” May & June 2021
Snippets
Quiz

Val Jones

July 2021
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AGM Meeting Held on Tuesday 8th June
Our AGM was rescheduled due to technical difficulties. The
committee would like to convey our apologies.
A link was provided and an invitation extended to members
th
for Tuesday 8 June 2021 at 8pm via Skype.
The meeting began noting the sad death of our outgoing
chairman Stan Jones who passed away at home on the
th
evening of the 17 May. The meeting offered condolences
to his family.
Following reports from the chairman, treasurer, and
secretary followed the election of officers.
Martin Kidds was nominated and seconded to be elected
chairman. He was also nominated and seconded as elected
secretary. David Worgan had been nominated as treasurer
by Stan Jones. This was seconded by David Chamberlain.

Other Committee members: Tony Glasson, Rosemary
Whittington & Jenny Holliday (Tutor)
Newsletter Editor: Val Jones
Any other business
Martin noted that a Tutors’ meeting is to be arranged so
we can plan future activities for the group.
Concern was raised about the safety of electric scooters
particularly when ridden illegally.
Following the meeting a thank you to Tony Glasson who
forwarded information relating to E scooters which
featured in RoSPA news in Care of the Road (June 2021)
– see article following RoSPA update
I am aware that this topic has been highlighted in previous
issues of our Newsletter, but it appears to remain a hot
issue.

The position of Training Officer remains vacant.
______________________________________________
Existing committee members, David Chamberlain, Alan
Freeman, Tony Glasson, Jenny Holliday, Rosemary
Whittington and myself ( Val Jones) were nominated by
Martin Kidds and seconded by David Worgan.
No other nominations were received but any members
interested in joining the committee are most welcome.
Please contact the Secretary if you would like to join us!
Martin thanked the committee for agreeing to stand again
and for their support.

RoSPA Chairman's Chatter – July 2021
At the AGM in June the group did me the great honour of
electing me both Chairman and Secretary. Not words I
thought I'd be writing this time last year, having only been
persuaded by Stan to join the committee in September.
Nor the circumstances I'd have chosen to take this on
following Stan's sad passing in May. Nevertheless it is a
wonderful privilege to have been given this chance to lead
the group though this next chapter in its life and I feel very
honoured to receive your support.

List of roles
Officers
Chairman: Martin Kidds & Tutor
Secretary: Martin Kidds
Treasurer: David Worgan & Tutor
Training officer: A vacancy remains
Committee Members
Training Co ordinator: David Chamberlain
Web Master: Alan Freeman

The group does face a couple of immediate challenges.
One is that due to a combination of circumstances we find
ourselves with a reduced number of Tutors. Another is
with the loss of Stan we currently do not have any
Advanced Tutors who can recruit and train more Tutors in
future. The risk this brings is that waiting times increase
for Associates seeking tuition so they can pass their
RoSPA test. It could also increase pressure on our
existing Tutors. As a Tutor myself I absolutely love
working with Associates - it's the bread and butter of what
we do. But it does have to be fitted around family and
other commitments and that can be quite challenging, so
there's a limit to the capacity each of us has. We're also
acutely aware that Associates have been waiting patiently
in the wings with tuition having been suspended for so
long due to the pandemic. We're incredibly grateful to all
of you in that position for your patience and loyalty during
this extraordinary time.
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Fortunately we do have a few important things in our
favour. The first is our committee, who continue to
provide steadfast support, expertise and good sense. The
second is the continuing support of you, our members,
without whom the group could not exist. The third is, as
you'll see from David's Treasurers' report at the AGM, a
strong financial position to enable us to plan for the future
with confidence. We're also keen to support our Tutors
and we’re planning the first of what I hope will be ongoing
conversations together as a group about how we can work
most effectively. We've also made an approach to Simon
Burgin, our regional co-ordinator, for help and have had a
positive initial response. More news on both those things
as soon as we have it. Simon's 'View from the East' piece
appears elsewhere in the newsletter and makes
fascinating reading - given Simon's adventures at the G7
in Cornwall perhaps it should have been renamed 'View
from the Southwest'!
If you have any thoughts or ideas on how we can help the
group continue to thrive, or even if you'd like to help,
please get in touch with anyone on the committee at any
time, we'd love to hear from you.

“We would like to make your aware in advance that we will
be upgrading the RoADAR website. We know that many
people want to access the RoADAR website on mobile
devices, so to make the user experience better we have
moved the site into www.RoSPA.com . Not only will the
site be more accessible it will also benefit from greater
security and enhance your online experience, to achieve
this we have also redesigned the pages to be more
intuitive, making it easier for you to find what you need anywhere and on any device while also attracting new
members to the group network.
The new website will be going live as of Tuesday 1st
June, the same web address will be used and a redirect
will be in place.”
As a valued member of RoADAR we hope that you like
the new look and the improved usability.
Kind regards
Amy

Thanks for your continuing support.

______________________________________________

Martin Kidds

RoSPA and Neuron Mobility team up to
Launch ScootSafe campaign

______________________________________________
Special note-Our Chairman Martin Kidds has written an
article in this month’s edition of Care on the Road- “Re
writing a hit: thoughts on Roadcraft’s new edition.”

Safe riding was promoted following the launch of e- scooter
trials in Newcastle and Sunderland.

Val Jones Newsletter editor

Committee meeting was held 20.07.21 via Skype
A provisional date for the tutors meeting was muted to
discuss a way forward and future activities for the group.
We hope to be able to set out an outline of our plans for
the group in more detail following this meeting. Members
will be kept informed of any developments via the
newsletter.
The next committee meeting is scheduled for 28th
September 2021. Whether this remains a virtual or face to
face meeting will be decided nearer the time taking into
account advice from RoSPA.

Attendees at a COVID- secure event in Sunderland were
given the chance to participate in a safety briefing,
developed by RoSPA. Neuron’s safety ambassadors were
present to reinforce the riding rules and safety guidelines,
as well as being on hand to help riders taking their first trips.

RoSPA Update re RoADAR website: A note from Amy
Brant who asked the Chairman and secretary to share
with all group members

It is acknowledged that “it is important that riders are
educated on the rules of the road, including how to ride
safely and responsibly. All Neuron e- scooters come with an
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app controlled helmet and riders are urged to use these at
all times.”

benefits, including decreased congestion and improved
public health.

“E- scooter riders following the trial are asked to ensure
they ride on roads and cycle tracks rather than on the
pavement….where riders are found to be riding
dangerously riders can be banned from the Neuron service
completely and they may also follow police prosecution and
points on their licence.

E-scooters can also pose a danger to other road users.
Several campaigners have spoken out about worries
for pedestrians and those with disabilities. Therefore,
RoSPA hopes that any data obtained from e-scooter
trials will be closely studied and acted upon, so we can
all experience the benefits of e-scooter use while
minimising safety concerns. We do not condone the
illegal use of private scooters

Neuron and RoSPA are reinforcing the following safety
messages as part of the ScootSafe campaign:

Val Jones Newsletter Editor











Riders must be 18 Years old and must have a
provisional or full driving licence.
No riding on pavements: Neurons e-scooters can
be ridden on the road and in cycle lanes
Helmets should be worn at all times.
Be aware and remove earphones.
One rider per e-scooter.
Keep a safe distance from pedestrians.
Do not ride under the influence of alcohol or other
substances.
Keep both hands on handlebars.
Maintain a safe distance from other vehicles
particularly when turning.
Park responsibly and don’t cause an obstruction.

Q & A from Care of the Road (June 2021)
Q. I am concerned about the use of privately owned escooters in my area. The situation is entirely illogical and
irresponsible in that e –scooters can be sold legally. But
their use is only legal on private land. However, they are
used increasingly on pavements, roads and in parks and
are putting public safety at risk. What is RoSPA’s view on
the use of electric scooters?
(The following response has been abridged. For a full
version see Q & A- Care on the Road June 2021)

____________________________________________
Snippets
The Independent Transport (June 11th 2021)
E -Scooters will hum to warn pedestrians
The Independent notes UK’s largest e-scooter provide is
trialling adding artificial sound to the vehicles in three
cities to protect blind and partially sighted pedestrians.
Engineers at Voi have designed a low humming sound
that its e-scooters will emit to alert pedestrians that a
scooter is approaching. Like electric cars, e- scooters
typically make little or no noise whilst moving. The
European Union ruled that all new electric cars required a
noise emitting device back in 2019 following concerns
raised by campaigners, including the charity Guide Dogs,
that pedestrians were at greater risk from vehicles they
could not hear as easily as those with traditional
combustion engines. Voi will be adding the artificial noise
to 60 e-scooters in Birmingham, Liverpool and Bristol,
where its vehicles are being trialled alongside a
consultation to collect feedback from visual- impairment
groups, local councils and police.
______________________________________________
st

The Independent Technology (1 July 2021)
A. While trials of rental e-scooter schemes were made
legal by the Government in July 2020, you are correct
in the laws on private e- scooters have remained
unchanged. It is only legal to use a privately owned escooter on private land, with permission of the
landowner.
RoSPA is pleased that e –scooters are being trialled
on Great Britain’s roads in a regulated and safety
aware manner before they become fully legalised, as
e- scooters have the potential to pose a range of huge

Is it a car, or is it a plane? Glimpse of future in
hybrid’s first inter-city flight
A flying car has completed its first inter-city flight in
Slovakia, a milestone its creators claim is “turning science
fiction into reality.”
The prototype Aircar, created by Slovakian company Klein
Vision, flew for 35 minutes between Nitra and Bratislava
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airports, before reverting into a car on touchdown and
driving to the centre of the nearby town.
Professor Stefan Klein, AirCar’s inventor, described the
flight as “normal” and “very pleasant.”
The retractable- winged vehicle is equipped with a BMW
engine and is capable of carrying two passengers. It can
reach speeds of up to 118mph and has been flown at
8,200feet following more than 40 hours of test flights.
General Motors (GM), Airbus, Intel and Boeing are among
other big names to invest in electric vertical take –off and
landing aircraft in recent years (eVTOL)

Advice snippet from Roadcraft. (p 65 -66)
(2020 edition of Roadcraft)

Motorists left for months without a valid driving licence
are calling on the government to automatically extend
dates for a year, and help clear the backlog, as complaints
about the DVLA continue to pour in.
The Guardian reports that the agency is taking months to
process licence renewals and address changes. Some
readers report they face losing their jobs if vital ID
documents or licences are not returned soon. Those who
have had their licences revoked have described endless
waits to get it back and have put their lives on hold as a
result because they are not legally allowed to drive until
the new document arrives.
The DVLA claimed last week that applications requiring
manual intervention were taking six weeks to process, but
that applications made via the website were working
normally. Reports of a mixed response times however
have been reported.
It is reported that scammers have been exploiting the
chaos launching fake websites. Instead of paying £14.00
for photocard renewals people have been duped into
paying £94.00. Many have also been duped into using
0904 number rather than the DVLA 0300 number running
up phone bills of £100 or more.
Val Jones – Newsletter Editor

Practical steps to combat tiredness when
driving.





Are you seated comfortably? Adjust your
seat so that your driving position is
comfortable
Do you have enough ventilation?
Take regular breaks from driving. Once
every two hours is recommended

______________________________________________

Another double bill from Simon Burgin with May
and June’s edition of “View from the East”
Eastern Region Groups’ Newsletter
View from the East May 2021

Hello and welcome.
______________________________________________

In the news:

The Guardian (July 3rd)
DVLA delays: call for licence extensions as
complaints flood in.

We have had a number of Fatal and Serious Injury
collisions on the roads of Cambridgeshire in May. Driving
with Excess Alcohol and/or Drug’s feature in several of the
incidents.

Up to 800,000 letters are reportedly waiting to be opened
at DVLA’s Swansea offices, meaning huge delays for
licence renewals and return of I.D documents.

Motorcycle Bikesafe Workshops
I am delighted to say that Bikesafe, the award-winning
Police led motorcycle safety initiative is up and running
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again across Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire and
Hertfordshire.
Bikesafe gives candidates an insight to advanced rider
technics and after a classroom input, they can take to the
road with me or a colleague for an assessed ride. Having
completed their Bikesafe journey I push them towards
further training with RoSPA and advertise the local
eastern region groups. We have been quite successful
with nearly 25% of attendees going onto to some form of
advanced rider training. The recent workshop
demonstrated the following that Bikesafe has with people
travelling to Huntingdon from as far as Southend and
Grimsby to take part and all the 2021 spaces have sold
out.
Crown Court
I spent three days prosecuting in Peterborough Crown
Court in the latter part of the month for a Serious Injury by
Dangerous driving case.
In December 2019 our defendant drove his 4x4 pick-up
and trailer on the A1198 in Cambridgeshire, lost control
and struck a vehicle head on travelling in the opposite
direction.
The resulting investigation found that the driver of the 4x4
did not have a license to tow a trailer more than 750kg,
and that the 2-tonne trailer he was towing was not only
overweight and poorly loaded, but its fitted trailer braking
system had also been disconnected making it a lethal
combination for road use.
As a young driver’s ‘Grandfather Rights’ to tow
disappeared a long time ago, and the introduction of a full
DVSA trailer test now required before you can legally tow
large Trailers/Caravans on the road.
The trailer training and subsequent test would have
informed the defendant of the required checks and correct
loading procedures to be followed when considering
towing anything, not least the ‘positive nose weight’ and
brake checks, both of which would have avoided this
disastrous outcome.
Ignorance and a lack of knowledge is not a defence to
poor or dangerous driving. The advice offered to people
that tow in the Highway Code proved a vital part of this
case and.
What’s Next?
G7 – I’m off to Devon and Cornwall on the Police Bike for
the G7 summit, more on that next month.

Driver and Rider Training/Testing
I have begun to fill my diary with tests and re-tests which
is great news, some normality is returning. Again, if you
feel uncomfortable about being tested due to the Covid
situation, I fully understand, and it is very much a personal
decision.
Remember to keep in touch with your groups as we begin
to open up a little more and likewise keep your websites
up to date with any offerings of online meetings and
learning opportunities.
Take care and stay safe
Simon Burgin
Eastern Region
Co-Ordinator
______________________________________________

View from the East June 2021
Hello and welcome.
In the news:
Another busy month on the Collision Investigation Unit this
month with a number of Fatal and Serious Injury collisions
on the roads of Cambridgeshire in June. Excessive Speed
and Excess Alcohol being the features this time around.

G7 Summit –
Just in case you missed it, June 2021 was the UK’s
turn to host the G7 Summit. The chosen location
was Cornwall, based mainly at Carbis Bay and
Tregganna Castle (St Ives), as well as one evening
at the ‘Eden Project’ or as we came to know it the
‘Posh Garden Centre”
5 VIP Motorcyclists from Cambridgeshire were deployed
to Cornwall along with over 100 others from across the
UK, including Mark Bull who features in this month’s Care
On The Road.
On Monday 7th June after a 5-hour ride from HQ
Huntingdon we arrived at RAF St Mawgan which would be
our staging post for the week’s deployment.
The initial briefing by the MET’s Royal and Special Escort
Groups (RASP) Sergeant made it very clear the enormity
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of the security and risk around the task in hand and what
was expected of us came quickly into focus.
Previous deployments for our team to London and other
such cities to perform the VIP escort duties have never
had quite the same feel. In London we are never far from
a junction or turning to be able to get our VIP to cover and
safety, however with the restrictive nature of the Cornish
roads “getting out of dodge” if we were compromised
would be almost impossible. Keeping the convoy moving
and getting to venues unhindered was going to be all
about the planning.
Our recce days would be done in hire cars, not marked
Police Motorcycles to try not to draw undue attention to
sensitive venues.
Our first deployment was HRH the Duchess of Cambridge
(Kate). She was to arrive at Newquay airport for a short
30-minute escorted ride to a local school.
The Cornish weather was not kind and 22.00 hours the
evening before the deployment it was clear that a ‘no fly’
to Newquay was upon us. The decision by the Royal
household was that she would now fly into Exeter.

Once the Garden Centre visit had finished, we escorted
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge to a helicopter
landing site close by. Our job now done we rode back to
St Mawgan as the sun set, at a very relaxed pace with a
personal thank you from the Duchess for our efforts
earlier.
The rest of our deployment was spent with the UN
Secretary General running him between meetings at
Treganna Castle and Carbis Bay (the G7 hub).
We finished our final commitment at about 19.00 hours on
Sunday, and having parked the bikes up we retired to St
Ives for a shandy and fish and chips.
The journey home on Monday 13th took us 6 hours, we
couldn’t help smiling about our week away in the West
Country and the satisfaction knowing that the training and
professionalism truly shines through when you are up
against it.

We did a reverse route rehearsal with the protection team
up to Exeter airport that morning, and after a brief
wardrobe change the Duchess was ready for the journey
to the school.
Due to the change in landing site and the adverse weather
the task ahead was to test us to the absolute limit. Live
traffic on Google Maps and WAZE was telling us that the
journey should take 2 hours and four minutes. A journey
we knew had to made in just 1 hour and 10 minutes. The
Duchess had to arrive at the primary school at 12.10
before the 1st Lady Doctor Biden, as the Duchess was the
host.
Just to add to the tension and despite full tanks, the fuel
capacity of the bikes is limited, and we were going to be
on vapour by the time we arrived.
Despite the fog and rain over Bodmin Moor and the A30’s
traffic’s lack of co-operation we arrived at 12.12, 2 minutes
late. As for the fuel, one bike showed zero miles, the most
on another was just 14 miles of fuel remaining.
The day calmed down after that, we escorted the Duchess
to a private location before taking her to St Austell train
station where she would meet up with the rest of the royal
party, Her majesty the Queen, Prince Charles, Duchess of
Cornwall (Camilla) and Duke of Cambridge (William).
From there we took them all to the posh garden centre
(Eden Project).
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Resources
List examples of weather conditions that reduce visibility
Please remember the free RoSPA e-newsletter covering
all safety matters including road-safety for all RoADAR
members.
RoSPA's premier health & safety newsletter brings you the
very latest safety news, expert views and advice.
Every issue includes news on road safety, workplace,
home and public safety, also details of events you will find
interesting! When you sign up you'll receive access to an
exclusive collection of e- books covering a wide range of
health and safety topics.

1. Fog and mist
2. Heavy rain
3. Snow and sleet
4. Bright sunshine especially when its low in the sky

In what conditions would you dip your headlights?

1. As a general rule, use your dipped headlights
whenever your wipers are in constant use.
2. When visibility is poor in daylight or fading light.
3. Use dipped headlights in fog or heavy rain in daylight,
because sidelights are virtually invisible.

Don't miss out, sign-up via https://www.rospa.com/safetymatters
When do you use fog lights?
Also remember to check out the members Benefit
Platform too!

1) When there is fog or falling snow at night, fog
lights often give a better view than dipped
headlights

Simon.

2) Use fog lights if visibility is 100 metres or less.

Simon Burgin

When using fog lights why do you need to allow more
distance between you and the car in front?

Eastern Region Co-Ordinator

Fog lights can mask the brake lights- allow more distance
between you and the car in front and aim to brake gently
yourself

Extreme Weather

This issues quiz

Bad weather is often blamed for causing
collisions when the real cause is inappropriate
driving. Careful observation, good anticipation,
correct speed and adequate braking distances
are crucial for safe driving in difficult road
conditions.
It is advised that in extreme weather conditions
you ask yourself “Is my journey really
necessary?”
ANSWERS to short quiz from May’s newsletter.
Weather Conditions
See Roadcraft (p 72 – 73 2013 edition)

From the Official Highway Code
Where must you not overtake
5 situations are listed in paragraph 165.
How many can you recall?
1)____________________________________________
______________________________________________
_______________________
2)____________________________________________
______________________________________________
3)____________________________________________
______________________________________________
4)____________________________________________
______________________________________________

(P 74-75 - 2020 edition)
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5)____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Where must you not stop or park on:
(See paragraphs 238 & 240 of the Official
Highway Code) 11 examples are given how
many can you recall?
It just goes to show how we all need to go
back to the Highway Code periodically to
check our knowledge!
Val Jones - Newsletter Editor
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